SOL UT I ON BRI EF

MANAGED PUBLIC CLOUD
Speed Up Adoption and Gain a Competitive Edge with
TierPoint Public Cloud Solutions
TierPoint can help you identify the right strategy for your business so you can accelerate your
transformation and realize results, faster. Our certified cloud experts are there with you through
every step of your public cloud journey — including architecture design, deployment, operational
support, cost governance, and optimization.

Get the Most Out of Public Cloud to Advance Your Business
Companies increasingly look to the public cloud to ignite innovation and uncover new ways to drive future growth. With cloud
solutions, businesses are able to deliver stronger customer experiences, deeper insights, increased uptime and reliability
from the flexible economic models. However, cloud is complex. Achieving these outcomes through cloud solutions can be
complicated. New skills, new tools, and new processes are often required. Many businesses, turn to cloud managed services
providers like TierPoint for guidance. We excel at complex. TierPoint can help design, migrate, and manage modern, cloud
environments, so you can speed your transformation.

Enhance Your Cloud Approach with a
Trusted Partner
At TierPoint, our cloud engineers work to understand individual business needs. We are
your ally sharing our experience and expertise to help you understand your cloud options,
and deploy public cloud solutions so you can move your business forward and innovate.
We are focused on our customers’ strategic business outcomes and can help address
short-term needs as well as longer-term transformational goals.
Our Managed Public Cloud services can remove the burden of repetitive tasks and offer
high levels of support, freeing up your IT teams from managing the day-to-day operations
while also helping you control IT costs, migrate important data to the cloud, and speed up
your business transformation.

Make Your Business Goals a Reality
with Managed Public Cloud

According to a
recent survey by
451 Research, 55%
of respondents
identified securing
cloud environments as
the biggest challenge
associated with public
cloud usage. Other top
challenges include cost
optimization (51.7%)
and governance (49%).1

Gain intelligent visibility into your cloud environments. TierPoint delivers hybrid cloud
advanced views and management, so you can quickly optimize and achieve your goals.

Speed Up Adoption
We identify, develop and deploy a clear
pathway focused on your goals and
budget. Our cloud architects leverage
proven techniques, and industryleading tools to help you accelerate
your journey and thrive in the cloud.

Optimize Spend &
Control Costs
Understand what you are spending
in the cloud with comprehensive
monitoring of cloud utilization rates and
resources. Then optimize to reduce
cloud costs and ensure smart growth.

Ignite Innovation
The public cloud provides a platform
to update processes, rethink how
you deploy applications and architect
software to fuel innovation for your
business.

Improve Performance

Simplify Security &
Compliance

Our experts architect and deploy
a purpose-built solution designed
to meet your specific business
needs. Improve metrics through
continuous monitoring, auditing,
and recommended adjustments to
achieve industry best practices.

Make Data-driven
Decisions
Leverage your data for real-time
insights, decision modeling and
intelligence to help you make faster
and smarter decisions.

Manage Complexity

Best practice frameworks and tools
for security and compliance allow
our experts to help you ensure your
environment and data are protected
from the latest threats.

Technical debt, compliance issues,
managing multiple vendors and
the sheer volume of public cloud
platform services and features
contribute to IT complexity. Our
experts bring a depth of knowledge
to support your hybrid strategies.

Scale and Evolve

Ensure IT Resiliency

Our cloud experts can help you
set up modern architectures and
applications so you can remain
nimble and adjust as change
happens.

Our experts design highly available
cloud solutions that maximize uptime
and reliability for your systems.

How TierPoint Can Help
We help companies navigate the intricacies of complex, modern cloud technologies so they can ignite innovation and
speed-up business transformation.
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Application Modernization
Containers and Microservices
DevOps
Site Reliability Engineering
Data and Analytics
AI/ML
Big Data
IoT

Azure Storage, Compute and Networking
AWS Storage, Compute and Networking
Monitoring
Performance/Usage Optimization
Automation
Migration Services
Security & Compliance Best Practices
Cost Governance

Choose the Cloud That’s Right for You
TierPoint is cloud agnostic. We help companies find the right mix of cloud solutions to meet their unique workload needs.
Whether it’s private cloud, multitenant, on-premises, or public cloud deployments, our focus is to find the best venue possible
for workloads and applications. Our hybrid flexibility delivers modern cloud capabilities, businesses need today to innovate and
remain competitive.
1: https://www.spglobal.com/marketintelligence/en/news-insights/latest-news-headlines/covid-19-driving-surge-in-enterprise-cloud-adoption-8211-451-survey-63869853

Find Your Cloud Today
Let us help you optimize your IT
infrastructure with the right
clouds for your business and
workloads. Reach out to us
at 844.267.3687 or by email:
sales@tierpoint.com.

About TierPoint
A leading national provider of hybrid IT solutions, TierPoint helps organizations drive
performance and manage risk. No U.S. provider comes close to matching TierPoint’s
unique combination of thousands of clients; more than 40 edge-capable data centers
and 8 multitenant cloud pods coast to coast; and a comprehensive portfolio of cloud
solutions, colocation, disaster recovery, security and other managed IT services. With
white-glove customer service, TierPoint professionals customize and manage agile
solutions that address each client’s unique needs.
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